
Release Notes for 7.0.11923 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Activity 

Log 

Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

Added a Disable All Notifications Changed activity log event. The description of the event 

indicates whether Disable All Notifications was turned on or turned off. 

 

SPOT AR Fix Authorization code will now print on receipt reprint from A/R-CC in customer maintenance 

for account customers. 

Menu, Customer, Maintenance, A/R-CC, 

Payments, Reprint Receipt 

SPOT Conveyor Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

As SPOT we want the ConveyorClientName and ConveyorName(s) to be on "Help > 

About" 

Added ConveyorClientName and ConveyorName to Help > About 

 

SPOT Conveyor Change Updated Conveyor Offload to default to defined route extraction arm number if a route is 

selected. 

Menu>Conveyor>Operations>Offload 

Tab>select a store then a route 

SPOT Conveyor New 

Feature 

As a Metalprogetti Conveyor user I would like support for the Short Bag feature 

Support added for "short bag" option with Metalprogetti Assembly Bagger Unit 

Program Configuration>Company>Mark-In 

Settings>Price 

Tables>Departments>Categories>Items>Short 

Bag 

SPOT Credit 

Cards 

Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT User I want to be able to export the results of the CC 

Transactions/Reconciliation 

Added an Export button to Credit Card Transactions/Reconciliation. It will export the 

displayed data to a CSV file. 

 

SPOT Credit 

Cards 

Fix Fixed - A/R, CCOF, under certain circumstances, the system is triggering a duplicate payment 
 

SPOT Customer 

View 

Fix Fixed A/R-CC tab crashing when show archive is selected on the payments tab after print 

receipt corrected to add missing authorization code. 

Menu>Customer>Maintenance>A/R-CC 

tab>Payments>Show Archive 

SPOT Email Fix Fixed SPOTMap when used with Telogis (AKA Verizon Connect GeoBase) to not allow 

selecting Use Address when the selected address is not a full address. 

 

SPOT Email Fix Changed Campaign Tracking to filter the individual events as well as the overall campaigns 

by the given date range. 

 

 



SPOT Email Fix The Campaign Tracking view will no longer count award coupons that are redeemed for no 

effect (for $0.00) in the redemption statistics, to match the Coupon Summary report and 

similar reporting. 

 

SPOT Email Fix Fixed a problem with emailing A/R invoices as a PDF where all invoices had the same sub 

account name. 

 

SPOT Gift Cards Fix Fix an incorrect error message when incrementing an already activated gift card. 
 

SPOT Mapping Fix Fixed an error when assigning an alternate address to a customer using SPOTMap 
 

SPOT Messaging Fix Removed an incorrect limitation of 500 characters on the SPOT Message recipient list which 

was supposed to allow 8096 characters. 

 

SPOT Pricing Fix Fixed a problem where splitting all items with an unresolved price-later from an invoice still 

left the original invoice flagged as having an unresolved price-later. 

 

SPOT Quick Fix Fix an occasional Invalid Use of Null error in quick receive 
 

SPOT Reports Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

Coupon selection has been added to Coupons By Description - Visit Totals report 
 

SPOT Reports Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

Add PNP? column to Writeoffs By Date report 

The WriteOffs By Date report now has a PNP column where it will indicate with a "*" if the 

order has once been PNP. 

Reports Gallery, Inventory, WriteOffs By Date - 

PNP column will have an "*" if the order has 

ever been sold out PNP 

See attachments 

SPOT Reports Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

Reports - Add archive data support for "Production > Item Process Step Totals" 

Item Process Step Totals will now support archive data. 

Reports, Reports Gallery, Production, Item 

Process Step Totals 

SPOT Routes Fix It was possible to get duplicate route assignments when changing the customer group in the 

Details tab of Customer View 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Fixed - Route stop save from Customer View, and Groups refactor, isn't cleaning up old 

stops correctly 

 

SPOT Routes Change The "Stop Number" invoice template node now includes the stop number as well as the 

locker bank description for locker orders 

 

SPOT SMS Fix Fixed a problem where service plan customers would not appear when sending Email or SMS 

batches to routes from SPOT 

 



SPOT Utilities Fix As SPOT we want HSL Remap Tool to allow remapping Modifiers to Upcharges and 

Vice-Versa. 

In the HSL Remap Tool there is now a "Conversion" selection. When used, this selection will 

scan HSLs for any with Modifiers or Upcharges that do not correspond to current program 

configuration (as with the existing Modifiers and Upcharges selections). However 

Conversion's purpose is to allow the user to change the type from one to the other (a 

modifier into an upcharge, or the opposite). 

 

After changing types the user must still use the Modifiers or Upcharges selection to remap 

the converted entries to valid values. 

 

ProductionTrac 

PC 

General Fix Fixed a problem where time clock entries added by ProductionTracPC would be in the 

server's configured time zone rather than the time zone set on the PTPC workstation. 

 

SPOT 

Scheduler 

General Addition 

to Existing 

Feature 

Create Push Notification - Schedule delivery of ready orders - NF SIDE ONLY 

The ability to send a push notification to tell an on-demand route customer with ready 

orders to schedule a delivery request has been added to the Push Notifications scheduled 

task type.  

 

SPOT 

Scheduler 

General Fix "Late for Pickup" push notifications could send a duplicate push every few minutes if the 

"Late For Pickup Interval" is set to 0 

 

API General Fix Fixed - SMS short code data issue 
 

API General Fix Fixed - CustomerConnect - Forgot Password function is failing for certain customers 
 

Delivery 

Console 

General Fix Fixed - Delcon - Static/On-Demand (Order Ready) Customer route stops on Service Plans are 

ignored from Route Plan Summary 

 

RouteTrac 

Client 

General Fix Fixed - Instructions updates from RTM were not committing correctly in SPOT 
 

 


